All United in One Cosmic Energy
I am White Eagle.
We are with you as when the wind caresses your face, — when the leaves on the trees rustle
with knowing sense — when the moon seeks out your face on the darkest night — when the
butterfly lands upon your hand — and there I will take you away — away to the far reaches
of the Universe.
There you shall see how magnificent you are. How the stream of Life sparkles. How all Life
vibrates to the tune of Love. How all Love surrounds you. How every part of you becomes
One with All That Is. You are One with the Universe. There is no beginning. There is no
end.
Meld yourself into the Universe. Meld into the atoms of your being and let them dissolve
into the wholeness of Everlasting Love. You are not forsaken. You are whole. You are
complete within yourself — because We Are All One. We are All United in One Cosmic
Energy.
The Love that surrounds us is the Love that is within us — within every cell of our being, in
the midst of every thought, in the heart of every heartbeat. There is the SUN!
Do you not see?
You are One with the All. We are One with the All and the All is One with us.
The Universe is All One. It is All Love. Everything begins with Hope, grows in Faith, and is
encompassed with Love.
No one can foresee the future. The future is what you make of it. Your time is now — and
there is no time but the present, the Now. So live fully in every direction. Welcome
yourself to the sweet knowledge of Eternity, the beautiful scent of Well-Being, the ecstatic
state of Eternal Love.
Why do you mind all the palaver of human distraction? Seek to rise above it and step more
deeply into yourself, for there is the True Knowledge, the True Love, the True Creation. All
is within you. Every Step!
Take each step as you are led — to spangle the heavens like the stars with the twinkling
power of your Love, of your Faith, of your Devotion — to the Almighty Truth, for it is there,
hidden deep within you. It is YOU. And YOU are forever! No one can deny that when they
look faithfully within.

Hear me, dear friends, hear me. Listen to my words. We Are All One — and in that Oneness,
there is Peace, there is Love, there is Gratitude for All That Is. For you are One with the
Universe and We Are All One.
Bless you, my child. Follow me. Stay with me awhile. We embrace you. We love you. We
hold you in the highest esteem. Remember — We Are All One.
Bless you, my child. So be it. Amen. Aum.
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